Abstract

While commodity computing and graphics hardware has increased in capacity and dropped in cost, it is still quite difficult to make effective use of such systems for general-purpose parallel visualization and graphics. We describe the results of a recent project that provides a software infrastructure suitable for general-purpose use by parallel visualization and graphics applications. Our work combines and extends two technologies: Chromium, a stream-oriented framework that implements the OpenGL programming interface; and OpenRM Scene Graph, a pipeline-parallel scene graph interface for graphics data management. Using this combination, we implement a sort-first, distributed memory, parallel volume rendering application. We describe the performance characteristics in terms of bandwidth requirements and highlight key algorithmic considerations needed to implement the sort-first system. We characterize system performance using a distributed memory parallel volume rendering application, and present performance gains realized by using scene-specific knowledge to accelerate rendering by reducing network traffic. The contribution of this work is an exploration of general-purpose, sort-first architecture performance characteristics as applied to distributed memory, commodity hardware, along with a description of the algorithmic support needed to realize parallel, sort-first implementations.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the increasingly favorable price to performance ratio of commodity computing and graphics hardware has provided an impetus for scalable visualization and rendering research. One of the themes common to such research has been techniques for realizing scalability of visualization and rendering algorithms on distributed memory platforms. The work we describe in this paper is similarly motivated and themed: use of commodity computing and graphics hardware to realize scalable visualization and rendering [Bartz et al. 2001; Law et al. 2001]. One emphasis in our approach is use of a sort-first architecture to leverage a cluster of commodity graphics systems. Another is the generality of the architecture to support a range of parallel visualization and rendering applications, especially those in which it is not possible for the entire renderable model to reside on each rendering node, as would be the case if the entire scene were simply replicated on all nodes.

Our sort-first architecture is realized through the extension and combination of two separate yet complementary technologies. The result is a highly flexible and scalable system. The rendering infrastructure for our architecture is provided by Chromium, a stream-oriented framework for manipulating streams of graphics API commands on parallel architectures, including shared and distributed memory systems [Humphreys et al. 2002]. Complementary to the graphics API is graphics and visualization data management, which is provided by OpenRM Scene Graph [Bethel et al. 2003; OpenRM 2000]. At the highest level of abstraction is the parallel application itself, which performs parallel I/O of scientific data, but which interfaces to OpenRM for data management and rendering. OpenRM, in turn, performs rendering by issuing OpenGL commands. Chromium then routes the OpenGL commands to one or more distributed memory rendering servers. The architecture of our implementation is depicted below in Figure 1.

There are two motivations for leveraging scene graph technology within the context of sort-first distributed memory parallel visualization. First, the scene graph provides a high-level interface for managing and rendering graphical data, freeing the application developer from the details of lower level graphics API and simplifying applications development. Second, the scene graph’s processing infrastructure provides the opportunity to use problem- or scene-specific knowledge to implement and accelerate distributed memory rendering algorithms. Level-of-detail techniques are a good example: portions of the scene that are “far away” can be rendered using lower-resolution representations than those closer to the viewer, thereby reducing rendering load. As applied to scientific visualization, view-dependent processing holds promise to accelerate end-to-end system performance by allowing the application to avoid costly data I/O for regions that are outside the view frustum or that are “too far away” to be of
interest. Scene graph systems provide the infrastructure to implement such view-dependent processing in a general way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review previous work in parallel visualization, comparing and contrasting sort-last with sort-first approaches. Next, we describe our approach, including implementation details. These implementation details focus on the types of extensions needed for a scene graph system to function effectively in a distributed memory parallel environment, as well as a description of a two-stage sorting algorithm used to perform hardware accelerated volume rendering [Cabral et al. 1994] in a parallel environment. The performance of a volume rendering application is presented with a characterization of the data bandwidth requirements in the parallel environment. We conclude with discussion and comments about potential future directions.

The total number of pixels transmitted in Binary Swap is \( P \times N \), as described in [Ma et al. 1994]. The implication is that sort-last performance is a direct function of both the size of the final image, well as the number of participating processors. Most importantly, it is a linear function of \( P \), which will dominate in high-resolution display environments.

In our target environment, which consists of commodity computing, graphics and network components, sort-last approaches will encounter two difficulties. The first is that the high image resolutions of tiled display environments will have an increasingly adverse impact upon performance. The second, which is not surmountable, is that these graphics cards, which are intended for use on desktop platforms, do not singly provide the high resolution realized by arranging multiple display platforms into a single logical tile. Related is that fact that CPU resource requirements will grow linearly with image size when using software image compositors.

While the limitations of sort-last algorithms for high-resolution scalable displays are straightforward to identify and quantify, sort-first approaches present their own set of challenges. Among them is the fact that some visualization techniques (such as isosurface generation) can generate a substantial amount of geometric data, using more memory than either the original data or the final image. In other words, one of the motivations to explore sort-first approaches is to avoid sort-last limitations by transmitting geometry rather than pixel data. In some cases, the amount of geometry can grow quite large. The communication costs for sort-first algorithms are a function of the scene itself, rather than the final image size.

Another difficulty with sort-first concerns the non-uniform data transmission patterns resulting when transmitting geometry from application nodes to rendering servers. Sort-last exhibits relatively uniform communication patterns. In contrast, sort-first can produce highly non-uniform communication patterns depending upon the scene. Worse, the communication patterns and loads can vary from one frame to the next. This non-uniformity often manifests in uneven, jittery frame rates and has an adverse impact upon system usability. Earlier work in characterizing sort-first parallelism [Mueller 1995] provides estimates that indicate much less data is transmitted when redistributing primitives using sort-first than would be needed to transmit pixels when using a sort-
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last approach. [Mueller 1995] makes the observation that sort-first architectures will be most successful when retained-mode rendering models are used to reduce the amount of traffic. Our use of a scene graph as the basis for data management and rendering seeks to maximize use of retained mode structures wherever possible. An interesting compromise is to leverage the advantages of both sort-first and sort-last approaches with a hybrid sorting scheme that uses both image and data partitioning for load balancing [Garcia and Shen 2002].

More recently, [Samanta et al. 2001] describes a technique that repartitions models stored in a scene graph across multiple nodes in a PC cluster. The objective of this approach is to minimize geometry broadcast during rendering. In their example, a large, static 3D model is preprocessed to create a hierarchical, multiresolution model. Portions of the model are replicated across some, but not all, nodes to reduce potential communication bottlenecks associated with moving graphics data during interactive rendering. Like our work described here, the motivation is to use commodity clusters to render models that are too large to fit entirely on a single node. The approach described in [Samanta et al. 2001] is not completely sort-first, for they use a sort-last image compositing step to combine individual images into final images that are displayed to the user [Samanta et al. 2000].

The observation with this approach is that intra-frame communication of geometry data is expensive [Samanta et al. 1999], and can be avoided by pre-caching geometry data through limited model replication. The cost is model preprocessing and the partial replication of the model, similar to a sort-first approach for out-of-core large model rendering [Correa et al. 2002]. Such an approach works best for static scenes, which are not characteristic of time-varying scientific datasets. Their results show favorable speedups when compared to sort-last or sort-first approaches.

Balanced against sort-first’s irregular data traffic patterns and loads is an inherent flexibility not possible with sort-last approaches. Sort-last algorithms combine images from separate renderings into one final image. Image composition requires strict ordering semantics, which implicitly places upstream restrictions on data distribution and the type of algorithm that can be used. Sort-first has no such implicit ordering constraints, and is therefore more widely applicable to many types of visualization and rendering algorithms. Our approach is strictly sort-first in order to realize the benefits of algorithmic flexibility, and is intended for deployment on PC clusters used to drive high-resolution, tiled displays [Schikore et al. 2000].

3. Architecture Overview

Our approach is based upon the architecture shown earlier in Figure 1. The parallel visualization application uses object-order task decomposition: each PE is responsible for reading, processing and rendering a subset of the dataset. After loading its subset of data, each PE generates a graphical representation of its subset and stores it in the local scene graph. Then, all PEs invoke the scene graph renderer in parallel. Each individual renderer performs a traversal of its local scene graph, and generates OpenGL rendering commands. Chromium intercepts the commands and routes them to the appropriate rendering server using a spatial sorting algorithm.

In our approach, graphics data is transmitted from an application node to a render server only if the graphics data intersects the viewing frustum managed by the rendering server. Chromium’s tilesort Stream Processing Unit (SPU) is responsible for performing these spatial comparisons and routing graphics commands from the application to the rendering servers. Because OpenRM Scene Graph [OpenRM 2000; Bethel et al. 2002] makes extensive use of retained mode objects in OpenGL, graphical data is typically sent to a rendering server once and displayed by calling glCallLists(), which is very inexpensive in terms of network bandwidth. Furthermore, the scene graph tracks the spatial extents of the graphics data and passes that information to Chromium. Chromium then uses this information to accelerate the sorting process.

4. Distributed Memory Parallel Scene Graph Implementation

One of the key roles of scene graph technology in rendering applications is graphics data management. There are a number of possible approaches to extend scene graph algorithms for use in a distributed memory environment. One approach is to implement “parallel scene graph objects,” which perform fundamental parallel operations. Examples include collective operations, such as scatter-gather amongst multiple PEs, and creation/destruction of parallel data structures on multiple PEs. There are many other considerations that are beyond the scope of this paper.

Embarking upon parallelization of any code requires “commitment” to a particular parallel processing framework and memory model. A scene graph system that has been modified for use on parallel machines using one framework is likely compatible only with applications built using the same framework. Scene graph systems should place the least possible number of limitations on applications, including selection of a parallel processing framework. At a minimum, the scene graph should be thread-safe to support development on a cluster [Voss et al. 2002; Reiners et al. 2002]. OpenRM is both thread-safe and capable of pipelined-parallel rendering within a given instance of a scene graph, similar to the multi-threaded approach used by Performer [Rohlf and Helman 1994].

In order to minimize the number of constraints on applications developers, OpenRM’s “distributed memory” parallel implementation contains no “parallel scene graph objects.” Referring back to Figure 1, each application PE reads in a subset of a large scientific dataset and transforms it into a graphical representation, with the results being stored in a local scene graph. Instead of providing explicit “parallel scene graph objects,” the parallel application must adhere to a few simple guidelines to ensure consistency in the face of parallelism. The most important of these guidelines is that all application PEs must create scene graphs with one scene graph element that contains a synchronization construct, as will be explained below.

When it is time to render a frame, each application PE invokes the scene graph’s frame-based renderer in parallel. Each of these renderers performs a depth-first traversal of its scene graph, and generates OpenGL graphics commands that are dispatched to Chromium. Chromium then routes the commands to the appropriate rendering server, where an image is rendered. During execution of the graphics commands from parallel streams, certain operations are subject to ordering requirements. Chromium provides facilities for synchronizing multiple streams of graphics commands. These operations consist of semaphores and barriers [Humphreys et al. 2001; Igehy et al. 1998]. Note that the Chromium’s barriers and semaphores are implemented in the rendering servers and do not block PE program execution. Parallel applications must provide their own execution synchronization.
For example, MPI-based applications can use \texttt{MPI\_Barrier()} to create an execution rendezvous point.

In the sections that follow, we describe the implementation of the synchronization operations needed to enable parallel rendering using parallel scene graph operations with Chromium. The discussion focuses upon the elements of scene graph and application infrastructure needed to support distributed memory rendering with Chromium, with the objective being sort-first parallelism.

### 4.1 Synchronizing Global Operations

Framebuffer clear operations, which initialize the color and depth planes of the framebuffer, typically occur prior to any other rendering. In serial applications, a \texttt{gl\_Clear()} command that is dispatched to OpenGL prior to any other graphics commands will be executed prior to later commands. Such ordering is not guaranteed when multiple applications are issuing parallel graphics streams. OpenRM uses a Chromium barrier to ensure that the framebuffer clear completes on all render servers before any render server begins executing draw commands.

OpenRM supports a number of framebuffer clear operations in a “framebuffer clear” “scene parameter,” which is a scene graph construct. These operations include: (1) filling the color planes with a solid color; (2) filling the color planes with an image, perhaps tiling the image to fill the framebuffer; (3) filling the depth planes with a single value; and (4) filling the depth planes with a depth image, perhaps tiling the image to fill the depth buffer. All such framebuffer clear operations are synchronized in the sort-first parallel implementation using a single Chromium barrier, which is managed by OpenRM itself from the framebuffer clear scene parameter. Each application PE must therefore include such framebuffer clear operations as part of its scene graph so that all graphics streams are synchronized. The number of participants in the Chromium barrier is specified to Chromium by the scene graph itself, and the application must specify the number of application PEs that will be dispatching graphics commands in parallel to OpenRM as part of the scene graph initialization process.
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**Figure 2.** Scene Graph Topology

In addition to framebuffer clears, we must also synchronize execution of the Swapbuffers command. Swapbuffers, like the framebuffer clear, is an operation that has global impact. Without Swapbuffers synchronization, one rendering server might execute a Swapbuffers call before the graphics commands from all application PEs have been executed. Whereas the framebuffer clear must be specified by the application through the use of a scene graph construct, the Swapbuffers call is internal to the scene graph renderer itself, and requires no explicit application action.

### 4.2 Synchronizing Draw Operations

In addition to Swapbuffers and framebuffer clears, other types of drawing operations are also subject to ordering constraints in the sort-first parallel architecture. When rendering transparent objects with “over” compositing, the primitives must be drawn in back-to-front order to produce the correct result. Volume rendering is a good example of an application that requires ordering of many transparent primitives.

OpenRM provides a volume rendering primitive known as an \textit{octmesh}, which is a 3D version of a quadmesh. The octmesh is a procedural primitive that generates geometry in immediate mode, and uses the 3D texturing capabilities of OpenGL to achieve hardware-accelerated volume rendering. Each octmesh primitive generates its geometry in the correct back-to-front order, using the current model and view transformations to determine the rendering order of its geometry. While correct geometry order is guaranteed within a single octmesh primitive, there is no such ordering guarantee amongst multiple octmeshes on a single PE, or amongst all octmeshes on all PEs. The need for correct transparency ordering is not specific to OpenRM – it plagues any scene graph implementation.

We can solve the first problem – correct render order of all octmeshes on a single PE – by using an OpenRM callback function. The \textit{render order} callback, invoked during the view-stage traversal during rendering, is used to specify the rendering order for all first-generation children of a given scene graph node. When each PE creates its scene graph nodes, it will create one node per block of data for each rendering pass (as shown in Figure 2.) Inside the render order callback, each PE first computes the correct depth order of its blocks, then returns a list indicating the order in which the children should be rendered. The combination of the render order callback and the correct depth ordering created by the octmesh primitive results in the proper depth ordering of all transparent volume rendering primitives within a single application PE. Because of the block decomposition used to partition the large data into smaller units, there exist \textit{many} such octmeshes on a given PE, and they must be rendered in sorted order.

While the render order callback solves the ordering problem on a single PE, the scope of ordering requirements spans the total set of graphics commands from all application PEs. In the case of parallel volume rendering, which uses ordered OpenGL blending, it is possible for the correctly ordered individual streams to be executed out of order on the rendering servers. Figure 3 shows what happens when this occurs.

Only when “global” ordering constraints are enforced amongst all streams will correct rendering occur, as shown in Figure 4. The scope of inter-PE ordering requires global knowledge of all data blocks and requires an implementation that synchronizes the rendering order of all blocks of data on all PEs. In our prototype,
each application PE has information about all grid blocks, resulting in an N-way replication of block metadata, where N is the number of application PEs. While each application PE has a copy of the block decomposition metadata, the underlying data are not replicated across all nodes. The size of the metadata in our application is only a few integers per block. The metadata describe each block’s size and position in space. Referring back to Figure 2, the scene graph nodes labeled “Block 0,” “Block 1” and so forth in the transparent 3D subtree will be present on all application PEs. However, not all such nodes will contain renderable children. The presence of children under each of the “Block N” nodes is a function of whether or not an application PE is responsible for visualization and rendering of that particular block in the block decomposition.

The amount of block metadata, and the number of data blocks, is entirely problem-specific. The example dataset we used for these tests consists of a 640x256x256 grid that was decomposed into 10x4x4 sub-blocks. Such a decomposition ratio is not uncommon, and reflects the desire to achieve good load balancing in parallel visualization. The sort-first approach benefits from smaller block sizes in the form of reduced data duplication on each graphics server, as will be discussed in the next section.

Equipped with a complete set of block metadata, each application PE determines the correct global order in which all blocks will be rendered. Synchronization is enforced by Chromium barriers executed from the application using the OpenRM render-order callback. OpenRM provides “wrapper functions” that simplify creation and use of Chromium barriers for just this purpose.

Our implementation, which uses OpenRM for scene graph services and Chromium for distributed rendering, is a very flexible and widely applicable system. OpenRM’s “parallelization” consists of rendering synchronization using Chromium barriers. OpenRM does not depend upon features of any parallel processing environment except for Chromium barriers for rendering synchronization. Given the absence of any parallel processing framework dependency, the OpenRM and Chromium combination may be used by all parallel programs regardless of the parallel programming environment.

5. Results

In this section, we present performance profiling of a prototype sort-first, distributed memory parallel volume rendering application built using OpenRM and Chromium. We focus on the data traffic patterns and loads required by the application in varying configurations of rendering servers and application PEs. We are interested in showing the impact on data traffic patterns and loads resulting from a change in the number of application PEs and/or number of display nodes. We are also interested in showing the reductions in data traffic resulting from use of scene- and view-specific information.

The scientific data we used for these tests is the results of a turbulent flow simulation, and consists of floating point fluid density values on a 640x256x256 grid. The full grid is decomposed into 64x64x64 blocks arranged into a 10x4x4 block grid. Blocks are assigned to each application PE on a round-robin basis, regardless of the number of application PEs. Round-robin assignment typically results in a block distribution with little spatial coherency between blocks on a PE, but also tends to result in favorable load balancing characteristics. Because there is no duplication of raw scientific data, and because we are using a distributed memory parallel implementation, one of the primary benefits of our approach is the ability to perform renderings of data that far exceed the RAM size of any single processor. A typical rendering is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3. Volume Rendering with no Interprocessor Ordering

Figure 4. Volume Rendering with Interprocessor Ordering

Figure 5. Sort-first parallel volume rendering of Turbulence Simulation Data using OpenRM Scene Graph and Chromium. This image was created using six rendering servers and thirty-two application PEs.

1 Certain combinations present known caveats: our examples use MPI for the application parallelization, and each PE invokes OpenRM’s multithreaded renderer. MPI programs can spawn multiple threads, but the converse is not true.
5.1 Performance Metrics

The performance numbers we present below show the amount of 3D texture data moving between the application PEs and the rendering servers. The 3D texture data is used for hardware accelerated volume rendering. The volumetric model is rotated 360 degrees about the Y-axis over the course of eighteen frames. We measured the amount of data sent from all application PEs to the Chromium rendering servers using Chromium’s perf SPU, which reports the size and number of objects flowing through a stream per frame.

Our tests are designed such that we report the amount of 3D texture traffic inbound to each of the parallel rendering servers. Keep in mind that Chromium’s tilesort SPU, which is effectively resident on each application PE and receives directives from OpenRM, is responsible for routing graphics commands from the application PE to the rendering servers. The amount of 3D texture data outbound from all application PEs is equivalent to the amount of 3D texture data inbound to all rendering servers, so we report only the amount of inbound 3D texture data at each frame.

5.2 3D Texture Traffic in Sort-First Parallel Volume Rendering

The first example shows the total amount of 3D texture data inbound to all parallel rendering servers on each frame. In this example, there are six rendering servers, but a varying number of application PEs during each run. Figure 6 shows that the amount of 3D texture traffic inbound at all parallel servers for a given dataset is a function of the number of displays, not the number of application PEs. For the rest of our performance tests, we use the observation shown by Figure 6 that the total data transmitted for a given scene does not vary with the number of application nodes, but varies only with the number of displays.

![Figure 6. Amount of 3D texture data inbound to all rendering servers on each frame, varying the number of application PEs.](image)

The first frame is the most expensive because data are being sent from all application PEs to all rendering servers. The amount of 3D texture data sent from all PEs totals 160MB, but the amount of 3D texture data inbound at all rendering servers totals 250MB. This overhead represents the fact that some blocks of 3D texture data are sent to more than one rendering server, since one 3D volume block may project onto more than one display tile. As the model rotates and the primitives move from tile to tile, the 3D texture data must then be sent to a different rendering server.

The amount of traffic generated during incremental sends is much less than the cost of the initial send. In the six-display configuration for this particular dataset, no additional data transfer is required after about frame number 15: as we continue to rotate the model about the Y-axis, there is no additional 3D texture data traffic. There is some additional traffic required to transmit the immediate mode geometry and other graphics calls, which total about 9K per block in this particular example, or a total of about 1.5MB for all blocks. We are treating this additional traffic as a constant, and are ignoring its effects in this discussion.

The sort-first overhead in the first frame is the result of needing to duplicate 3D texture data that covers more than one tile. In this case, the source data, which is 160MB in size, produces 250MB of traffic, representing an efficiency of about 65% in this particular configuration of parallel rendering servers and data block decomposition. The level of efficiency is dependent upon these two factors, which are configuration and dataset dependent.

![Figure 7. Per-frame 3D texture data inbound to Chromium rendering servers during a parallel sort-first volume rendering transformation sequence.](image)

Figure 7 shows the amount of 3D texture traffic inbound to a varying number of graphics servers from six application nodes. Increasing the number of rendering servers increases the amount of total traffic. Such increases are apparent in all frames throughout the transformation sequence, not just at the first frame. The increase reflects the additional overhead incurred by the sort-first approach. The additional costs that occur with more rendering servers reflects the fact that a given block covers an increasing number of tiles, and must therefore be sent to an increasing number of rendering servers. The exact amount of overhead increase is dependent upon projected block size and the number of rendering servers. Smaller block sizes will result in fewer overlaps, and decreased duplication.

In Figure 8, we see the amount of 3D texture data inbound to each of the six parallel rendering servers in a six-display configuration. The bandwidth requirements in a switched network are effectively the maximum of each inbound data streams for each of the six servers. In the first frame, Server-1 consumes the most bandwidth at about 60MB. Later in the run, Server-1 peaks at 20MB of bandwidth at about frame number four.
In contrast to Figure 8, Figure 9 shows the maximum bandwidth requirement for each of the configurations of parallel rendering servers we tested in our runs. If the application were to rotate the model about the Y-axis a second time, there would be very little additional traffic since the 3D textures needed are already loaded onto the rendering servers. A different transformation sequence, such as rotating the model about the X-axis, would generate additional 3D texture data traffic. Generally speaking, the bandwidth requirements drop as the number of servers is increased in a switched network environment, even though the aggregate amount of data transferred increases. Our 9-display configuration goes contrary to this observation, but it reflects a worst-case block-to-renderer mapping for this particular problem.

5.3 Performance Gains from Scene-Specific Knowledge

One of the motivations in our work is to measure the performance gains realized when using scene-specific knowledge to accelerate rendering operations in sort-first parallel architectures. The parallel sort-first volume rendering application used to generate performance numbers in the previous section was extended to use distance-based, level-of-detail (LOD) model switching. For brevity, we refer to such view-dependent model selection simply as “LOD” in the remainder of this discussion. The basic idea is that objects that are “far away” from the viewer are rendered using lower resolution models, and those “close to” the viewer are rendered using higher resolution models. In contrast to previous work in the areas of volume visualization using multiresolution textures [LaMar et al. 1999, Weiler et al. 2000], our emphasis is upon view-dependent LOD selection in a distributed memory parallel environment, rather than focusing on optimizing use of limited texture memory on a single resource, or on methods for creating optimal LOD textures.

In the case of this particular application, a full resolution model is the 3D texture produced by conversion of the source scientific data into a block of RGBA voxels. The low resolution model is a 3D texture that is 1/64 the size of the original texture, and is created by a two-pass bilinear voxel interpolation that reduces the original texture’s size by a factor of four in each of the three texture dimensions. The expectation is that use of LOD will reduce the amount of 3D texture data traffic in the parallel application. Figures 10 and 11 below show close-up views of renderings when using full resolution and LOD textures, respectively. Opacity values in LOD textures are modified to produce visual consistency, as described in [Laur and Hanrahan 1991].

The 3D texture data traffic profile when using LOD is indeed different than when using only full resolution textures. Figure 12 shows the total amount of 3D texture traffic on each frame for a varying number of parallel rendering servers.
These results show a dramatic reduction in 3D texture traffic in the first frame, but an increased amount of traffic in later frames. A direct comparison for a six-display configuration is shown in Figure 13. With our testing protocol, we see that LOD consumes less bandwidth for most of the transformation sequence, but in the end consumes slightly more. During the initial frames of the LOD transformation sequence, some of the 3D textures are sent using full resolution, and others are sent using reduced resolution. As the model rotates over time, the application will have sent all 3D textures in both full and reduced resolution models. This fact accounts for the LOD method sending slightly more 3D texture data over the course of the entire application. In cases where only a few views are required, LOD approaches result in substantial gains in terms of 3D texture traffic.

Peak bandwidth rates when using LOD are shown below in Figure 14. Again, we see a dramatic reduction in bandwidth requirements in Frame 1 as compared to the full resolution sends. In later frames, LOD has occasional bandwidth requirements that exceed those of full resolution sends as duplicated data lands on one or more parallel rendering servers.

5.4 Discussion

The amount of traffic generated by sort-first architectures is influenced by many factors. While sort-first is comparatively immune to sort-last’s sensitivity to final image size, increasing the number of displays will increase the amount of transmitted data as objects cover an increasing number of tiles, and must be sent to multiple rendering servers. When renderable objects are sent to more than one rendering server, data duplication results. Such duplication is the overhead inherent in the sort-first approach. The limit of such duplication in the first rendered frame in our examples varies from about 1.4 in the four-display case to about 1.8 in the 24-display case, as shown below in Figure 15. The increased number at nine displays reflects an unfavorable block-to-tile mapping that happens to occur in that particular configuration. More tests are needed to examine how this number grows as more parallel rendering servers are added to the system.

The amount of data duplication is also dependent upon the spatial partitioning of the original data. For a given set of view and model transformation parameters, large data blocks will produce greater duplication than smaller blocks: larger blocks are more likely to appear on multiple displays than smaller blocks. Similarly, blocks with a compact shape, such as cubes, are likely to produce less duplication than narrow, long blocks for the same reason. The data decomposition strategies that favor reduced duplication may be in contention with conditions that result in better application performance: parallel visualization applications may perform better when executing fewer I/O operations while loading data. A thorough study that explores this relationship is beyond the scope of this paper.

6. Future Work

In the work we have described, the parallel application and scene graph infrastructure contain very little knowledge that they are in fact running in parallel, or using a distributed memory tiled display system. The main benefits of such an approach are a high
Our examples show use of LOD methods to switch between knowledge, but the combination of OpenRM and Chromium least-recently used (LRU) algorithm or a time-critical method [Li objects and to schedule them for removal when no longer needed server, even if not used. Adding the ability to "age" retained mode retention mode is difficult. Sort-last bandwidth requirements are a factors [Rohlf and Helman 1994; Li and Shen 2002].

There is opportunity to more fully exploit this notion in future problem-specific factors. The concept of reducing graphics load while both substantial and measurable, depends on several parallel rendering. Placing the functionality into the scene graph breaks the metaphor we have presented: neither the application nor the scene graph system have any awareness that they are in fact using a tiled display system built from multiple rendering servers. Ideally, a least-recently used (LRU) algorithm or a time-critical method [Li and Shen 2002] would manage the available graphics hardware resources and maximize their use downstream from the application code. The present system has no such per-display knowledge, but the combination of OpenRM and Chromium provides a number of opportunities for such optimizations.

Our examples show use of LOD methods to switch between models of varying resolution to improve rendering performance in a distributed memory parallel context. The performance gain, while both substantial and measurable, depends on several problem-specific factors. The concept of reducing graphics load by model switching is not new [Rohlf and Helman 1994], and there is opportunity to more fully exploit this notion in future projects. View and model transformations can be used to reduce bandwidth into the application by directing data I/O mechanisms to load reduced resolution models of data for far away objects, thereby reducing memory and I/O requirements on the application PEs, as well as to accelerate application execution. Data-specific knowledge may also be used to reduce texture bandwidth requirements [Li and Kaufman 2002]. On the rendering side, use of scene specific knowledge can be used to honor "render budgets" that are a function of frame rate, bandwidth, or other factors [Rohlf and Helman 1994; Li and Shen 2002].

Comparing sort-first and sort-last in terms of bandwidth requirements is difficult. Sort-last bandwidth requirements are a function of the final image display size, which will be prohibitively large in high-resolution tiled display environments, as well as the number of processors participating in the composting process. In contrast, sort-first bandwidth requirements are a function of contents of the scene, the partitioning of scene data across application processors, and the number of graphics servers. Sort-first bandwidth requirements are independent of the final image size. More work is needed to fully explore the effect on sort-first bandwidth requirements of data and scene partitioning strategies. One approach to such a study is to compare the sort-first bandwidth requirements using different data partitioning strategies.

7. Conclusion

We have presented the results of a project intended to demonstrate the performance characteristics of a distributed memory parallel visualization application that uses a sort-first rendering architecture. The sort-first infrastructure is created through the combination of the OpenRM Scene Graph, a scene graph API designed for use by high performance applications, and Chromium, a stream-oriented framework that implements parallel and distributed memory OpenGL. Our work describes how the scene graph, which is used in a distributed memory context, is augmented to use synchronization operations within Chromium to enable distributed memory parallel operation. One of our demonstration applications shows a novel use of the scene graph infrastructure to implement a distributed memory sorting algorithm, which is needed to perform correct, view-dependent parallel rendering in a sort-first architecture. Our approach shows performance characteristics that scale well, but which are also susceptible to jitter resulting from variance in network bandwidth requirements between the parallel application and the parallel rendering servers. Performance of our system, as a function of data transmission requirements, is sublinear with respect to number of parallel rendering nodes. In high resolution display configurations, our examples show less bandwidth requirements than needed for sort-last approaches. The sort-first bandwidth requirements are further reduced using scene specific knowledge to accelerate rendering.
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